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About This Game

Project Zomboid is an open-ended zombie-infested sandbox. It asks one simple question – how will you die?

In the towns of Muldraugh and West Point, survivors must loot houses, build defences and do their utmost to delay their
inevitable death day by day. No help is coming – their continued survival relies on their own cunning, luck and ability to evade a

relentless horde.

Current Features

Hardcore Sandbox Zombie Survival Game with a focus on realistic survival.

Online multiplayer survival with persistent player run servers.

Local 4 player split-screen co-op
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Hundreds of zombies with swarm mechanics and in-depth visual and hearing systems.

Full line of sight system and real-time lighting, sound and visibility mechanics. Hide in the shadows, keep quiet and keep
the lights off at night, or at least hang sheets over the windows.

Vast and growing map (loosely based on a real world location) for you to explore, loot and set up your fortress. Check
out Blindcoder’s map project: https://map.projectzomboid.com/

 Vehicles with full physics and deep and realistic gameplay mechanics.

Use tools and items to craft weapons, barricade and cook. You can even build zombie proof forts by chopping trees,
sawing wood and scavenging supplies.

Deal with depression, boredom, hunger, thirst and illness while trying to survive.

Day turns to night. The electricity falters. Hordes migrate. Winter draws in. Nature gradually starts to take over.

Farming, trapping, fishing, carpentry, cooking, trapping, character customization, skills and perks that develop based on
what you do in-game.

Proper zombies that don’t run. (Unless you tell them to in the sandbox menu).

A ton of amazing atmospheric music tracks by the prodigy that is Zach Beever.

Imaginative Challenge scenarios and instant action ‘Last Stand’ mode, on top of regular Sandbox and Survival 

Full, open and powerful Lua modding support.

Xbox Controller Gamepad support on Windows. [Others pads can be set up manually. Gamepad support not currently
available on Mac]

We’re a small team at the moment, but we’re also committed to providing the following:

Planned Features:

The return of our PZ Stories mode that also serves as first ever tutorial actively trying to kill you at every turn. Kate and
Baldspot return!

In-depth and varied NPC encounters driven in a persistent world, powered by a metagame system that turns each play-
through into your very own zombie survival movie with emergent narrative gameplay.

Constant expansion of the countryside and cities around Muldraugh and West Point

Full wilderness survival systems, animals and hunting for food.

More items, crafting recipes, weapons and gameplay systems.

Steam Workshop and Achievements support

For more details on the game follow us on @theindiestone or visit http://www.projectzomboid.com

A huge thanks to the wonderful MathasGames and Dean Cutty for making the awesome intro video. If you love indie games
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their channels are well worth a sub.
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Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
The Indie Stone
Publisher:
The Indie Stone
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Hungarian,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Japanese,Simplifi
ed Chinese
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Thought this would be like Five nights at freddys. Turns out to be more of a tragic comedic spoof. Its not really point and click
adventure or scary at all. The monsters were some what amusing.

2 \/ 10
. Got this in the xmas sale last year, played a bit but the early levels were a bit 'meh' and never went back to it... Until this week,
and found myself thoroughly enjoying it. Once you progress further through it, I found the levels get much more interesting. A
little buggy at times, (managed to break E key from working a couple of times needing a restart, but the save system is forgiving
enough that you don't have to redo anything much). Great price too.. spooky and short.. Great review, nothing unexpected,
relaxing music. Short game and worth the money, you must use your brain a little bit but nothing to complex. 10\/10.. 07\/23\/18
As of right now I don't know if it's developers' intention but this game was to underdeveloped for me, a basic twin stick shooter
that you can finish in 30 minutes or so. I might come back to it when it's complete but as of right now it is not even worth the $5
I put into it.. Its alright fun gameplay but nothing else. Brilliant - this is all assisted stuff, no musical talent required, but boy
does it make you feel like you have some! The VR options are nicely considerate to play space and making the 'choons is just
immensely fun and diverting. We've had amazing fun with this, super creative and it's really great pass-n-play with mates too.
I'm off now to buy the Phineas and Ferb DLC for my 10 yr old. Keep up the great start devs!
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An incredibly inventive game. I've never played anything quite like it. It is far less simple than it appears, and was truly a joy to
play.. Got this expecting to see something similar to a Playdead platformer. It did not disappoint. The story was pretty cool. Not
very in depth but I enjoyed playing through it.. For indie\/small teams it's good enough if you are lone writer. Multi\/User
support is a bit pricy.
It supports importing text from Articy Draft, it can export to number of formats including cvs file that can be imported into
Unity's Dialogue System plugin. Makes a great combo for that.
There is also native Unity Support option.

You can write dialogue trees, test them in simulation. You can add variables and simple logic, easy to use stuff.
You can create entities, which is generic term for any kind of stuff that might need data tied into it. You can assign custom
fields and variables to entities and thus create from them NPC, Items, Spell, Powers etc.

There is simple document writing tool, that lets you write and format dialogues similar to profesional script tools like Articy
Draft, Celtx etc. If you like to get started on story and dialogues in more traditional format this is good thing to have. You can
then transform this into regular dialogue node with simple drag and drop. But working on actual dialogue tree this way is messy.

You can create locations and plan level design as well, but I didn't find this workflow particularly productive. Might work for
others or different kind of projects.

Overall this software still has the ways to go to become "ultimate game developer tool" but theres been good progress so far.
There is also a free 14 day full feature demo on developers website for testing.. Soft core porn. Can Star-Spangled Wrastor
replace the bald eagle for our national bird?. After playing several games with my dad and brother, I must say that this
expansion definitely adds an interesting twist to the game. On a planet where you must make your own water as well as unrely
on permanent resource mines, this expansion will definitely make you more cautious of creating careless moves. It'll also show
you why humans shouldn't even consider settling on Io.
And yes, only the host of a multiplayer game needs the expansion in order to play it.. I'm going to bet on this game - I like the
framework that's in place, and I think there's a lot of room to build a really compelling game out of it. Happy to support the devs
on this one.. I buy a texas pack DLC,but I want a refund. beacuse I didn't know that the permium shop could pay with Wechat.
so I bought the DLC for my new account to start over. now, I know that! so, I want my money back for my old account,
please!!!
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